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A Rise in Seafood Consumption
A report from Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI) has confirmed what many of us in the industry 
have seen – an increase in at-home consumption of seafood over the past year.  The report that was put 
together by Dataessential dives into the who and what of this uptick in seafood demand.

According to the report, 35% of people cooked more seafood during the pandemic than before, and 26%  
purchased seafood for the first time during the same period.  The report also states that 20% of consumers 
preferred wild-caught seafood from Alaska as their preference.  The most popular of being Alaska salmon.  
Digging deeper into these numbers, the study found that affluent consumers (college graduates with a 
household income of $100,000+) preferred Alaska caught fresh seafood. while general consumers  
(households less than $100,000) were more likely to purchase canned and frozen seafood products.  The 
report also found that 48% of seafood purchasers were intentionally trying to eat more seafood.  Moreover, 
the report stated that 80% of affluent consumers (from above) were choosing to eat more seafood in order to 
eat healthier.  

As restaurants open back up, ASMI is looking to support these upward trends of “at-home seafood 
consumption” through additional marketing and promotions.  These trends haven’t gone without notice in 
food service, though.  Chains such as P.F. Chang’s are expanding their to-go concepts that will focus on  
being able to offer seafood for consumption at-home.  There are opportunities for restaurants to capitalize 
on the increased demand for seafood, but it will need to be in addition to retail seafood purchases.  With 
more people purchasing seafood to cook at home, being able to provide unique and one-of-a-kind seafood 
options will be more important than ever for restaurants.     
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HIGHLIGHTS
FRESHWATER FISH:  
Whitefish landings have started to decrease as lake  
temperatures begin to rise.  This is normal during this time 
of year and landings will increase once summer  
temperatures cool back down.      
Product Availability (this week):  
Whitefish:  Poor  White Bass:  Poor 
Yellow Perch:  Very Poor White Perch:  Poor 
Walleye:  Limited  Rainbow Trout:  Good 
Lake Trout:  Poor   
 
BLUE CRAB (INDONESIA):  
The month of June saw a continued climb in average pricing 
on all grades of Portunus pelagicus out of Indonesia.   
Indonesia is struggling with a massive resurgence in 
COVID-19, impacting all areas of the supply chain and  
presenting a real future risk.  The high priced  
Venezuelan fresh fishery will be going on conservation in 
August, which will place further pressure on the Indonesian 
resource through October.  Despite continued higher  
pricing, demand isn’t slowing down.  For example, jumbo 
lump blue crab pricing is up +78% YOY, yet demand is still as 
strong as ever.  As we move into August, we expect supplies 
to further tighten through year-end.  For prices to decline,  
demand will need to soften significantly.  At this point, there 
is no indication that this is going to happen anytime soon.

RED CRAB (VIETNAM):  
With China on conservation, the story on Portunus haanii is 
all about Vietnam.  Unfortunately, early season Vietnamese 
production has been hampered by poor catch rates, as well 
as a profound resurgence of COVID-19, impacting  
harvesting, production, and shipping in May/June.  This has 
created a July supply gap that will extend into August and 
September. Until Vietnam can control its pandemic issues, 
inbounds will be limited and pricing will likely increase. 
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